„All In One“ Energy Concept

You can also ice-skate on
a clever sports ground…

R

Our „All In One“ energy concept transforms any single solution (swimming pool, ice skating, heating,
etc.) into an integrated economical investment. The systematic and simultaneous use of “waste energy”
covers your all-year requirement for thermic energy (heating, air conditioning, hot water, etc.).
Then the sun really shines for free.

SOLKAV GmbH
Floridusgasse 26, A-1210 Wien, Tel.: +43 (0)27 45/830 28 - 0, Fax: +43 (0)1 270-34-26
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Material characteristics
The solar absorbers are made of E thylene-Propylene-DieneMonomere (E PDM), a h i gh -grade vulca nized synthe tic
caoutc houc with right-angled sealing tracks. The result is a
certified c ollector effic iency of ETA 0 (hO) 81 .1 % ac eerding to
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Principle
The heat-transfer medium - wa ter or a mixture of water and
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Installation
The absorber ma ts are glued to the supporting surface. The
spac e be tween the tubes will be filled with a prec isely mixed

...as ice rink with triple benefit:
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The stored hea t can be used either
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Hygiene characteristics
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